Unit 2 The Natural Environment

Greater wealth and increasing levels
of development have contributed to
increasing water consumption
●● The increase in wealth in HICs has seen a growth in the use of laboursaving machines such as washing machines and, in the last twenty
years, dishwashers because people can afford to buy them. These
machines use much more water than traditional ways of washing
clothes and dishes.
●● With greater wealth, people can afford to equip their homes with
more bath and shower rooms, enabling people to wash more
frequently.
●● The increase in wealth has been mirrored by a growth in the leisure
and tourism industry. As people demand more facilities, such as golf
courses and swimming pools, there will be a corresponding increase in
demand for water.
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Exam practice
How has greater wealth
contributed to an increase in
water usage in HICs?

(3 marks)

Answers online
Online

On a local scale our water comes from
groundwater, reservoirs and rivers
Groundwater
Some areas of the UK get their water directly from the ground. This is the
case in the Thames Valley. The rocks below the Thames Basin are in layers.
Chalk, which is porous, lies above an impermeable layer of clay. This traps
water in the layer of chalk forming an aquifer. The level of the water in
the rock is known as the water table. Water is extracted from the aquifer
by drilling down into the rock and the water either comes to the surface
naturally or is pumped. It is then stored in reservoirs until it is needed.

Reservoirs and rivers
Reservoirs store water and supply it when it is needed. For example, in the
west of the Thames Valley, there are ten raised storage reservoirs. This
includes the Queen Mother Reservoir which is 1 km in diameter, making
it the largest area of water in the south of England. The reservoirs are
supplied with water drawn from the Thames at times of high river flow.
When needed the water is piped to four water treatment works and then
to homes and industry.
Other reservoirs are built in the valley of a river, for example Kielder Water
on the North Tyne River. The reservoir can hold 200 billion litres of water
which it supplies to cities such as Newcastle. The reservoir holds back the
river water and releases it on demand. The water is transferred through
pipelines to other rivers in the area such as the Tees to enable it to supply
water to Middlesbrough.
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Key terms

Aquifer – underground store of
water in permeable rock.
Water table – the level of water
within a rock.
Porous rock – rocks that soak
water up like a sponge.
Impermeable rock – rock that
does not allow water through it.
Raised storage reservoirs – large
bodies of water that are stored
above the level of the ground.

Exam practice
Describe one way that we
obtain water on a local scale.

(2 marks)

Answers online
Online

Check your understanding
State three ways in which we obtain water on a local scale. Give an example for
each.

Tested

Go online for answers

Online

www.therevisionbutton.co.uk/myrevisionnotes
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Areas of the world that have a surplus of water are usually those which
receive the most rainfall. This is shown by looking at Figures 2 and 3. There
is also a link between the demand for water in an area and the supply,
for example the east coast of the USA receives approximately 1000 mm
of rain a year but is water neutral, not surplus, because of the large
population in the area.
Check your understanding
Tested
Research and learn the names of countries which have:
● high rainfall
● water surplus
● low rainfall
● water deficit.
These may be the same countries or they may be different ones.
Go online for answers

North
America

Online

Europe

Exam questions are unlikely to
expect you to remember areas of
the world but you should know
the continents and the names of
countries that have extremes of
rainfall and water supply.
Key terms

Water surplus – an area has more
water than it needs to supply its
population.
Water deficit – an area does not
have enough water to supply its
population.
Water neutral – an area has the
right amount of water to supply its
population.

Check your understanding
Describe the distribution of water
supply shown on Figure 2.

Asia

Africa

Go online for answers
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Exam tip

Chapter 11 A Watery World

Water surplus and deficit
on a world scale

South
America

Exam practice
Australia

Figure 1 Map of the world showing average annual precipitation

Compare the global distribution
of rainfall with the areas of water
surplus and deficit. (4 marks)

Answers online
Online

Key
Water deficit

Water surplus

Figure 2 Map of the world showing areas of water surplus and deficit
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